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the pressure of her arm was within his own did he know
that she was beside him.
"I have unpacked what we need," she said.
"But you didn't come up?"
"Not until we were clear of harbour. . . . Was that
cowardly?"
The question touched him as none other could have
done, revealing in her anew an aspect of herself which,
in the despondency of waiting, had been withdrawn from
his mind—a mingling of humility and adorable insolence
against fortune which was hers, and hers only, like the
flash and the surprising gentleness of her eyes. "Was that
cowardly?"—knowing the answer, she could afford to ask
that question; yet, though there was a challenge, a lilt of
defiance in it, it contained also that baffling note of sub-
mission which, when she was a child, had made her,
beneath all her challenges, so eager a pupil. The same
challenge, the same gentleness, had entranced him when,
on his first day at Enkendaal, he had found her with
Ballater beside the lake; again when she had come up
behind his chair in the Baron's room and had seemed to
whisper to him; again as she took him for the first time
through the darkness of her tower-staircase—always this
mingling of contraries, of force and passivity, had shone in
her and made her to him irresistible. It was her own light,
by which she faced the world; her courage, her authentic
spirit; was, indeed, herself—the origin and strength of his
love for her. And it seemed to him now, as he looked at
her, that he saw, not her only, but the spring of his own
being, as though there were, and had always been, an
identification between them more profound than their differ-
ences. It was as if, while watching a thing of beauty, he had
begun to recognize and feel its beauty as a moving current
within himself; and all his purposes were comprised in a
single purpose—not to fail her. As she depended on him,
so he on her; to fail her would be to fail in all things now.
A fiery conviction in the same kind—quick in the heart,
deeper and lovelier and stronger than the cold resolve that
Ramsdell had observed—must have possessed her also

